Celebrating Milestones with
Private Corporate Events

Cheers to New Beginnings
With the sounds of a jazzy combo filling their newly expanded, techsavvy Interactive Design Studio, 2020 Exhibits recently invited clients
and friends to join them for Celebrate Chicago: a grand opening
celebration of their newest Chicago facility.
Celebrating their new digs and unprecedented growth and success
across the Midwest, the 2020 Exhibits/Chicago team focused on
delivering the total event experience, amplified. From warm valet
greetings upon arrival, to sommelier-led wine tastings, plentiful light
bites, live music and freshly custom-rolled cigars, party goers
shared in the excitement, engagement and energy that is
unmistakably 2020 Exhibits.
Graciousness, hospitality and a generous spirit permeates the
2020 Exhibits approach to opening night. When not enjoying the
evening’s sights and sounds, guests sampled bites and enjoyed a
spirited wine tasting, led by a master sommelier. Guests were invited to
kick back and relax in the upscale VIP lounge, which was bathed in cool
color lighting and seductive sheers. For those seeking more fun and
engagement, they could participate in the wine tastings or help create
their very own custom-rolled cigar. A few lucky guests left with their very
own bottle of wine, as drawn from 2020 Exhibits wine cellar.
Using their new facility as the backdrop, 2020 Exhibits’ invited clients
and friends buzzed with enthusiasm over the new venue and expanded
offerings. Located at 815 Pershing, just minutes from Chicago’s Central
Business District and major exhibiting venues, the 2020 Exhibits/
Chicago stunning 50,000 square-foot interactive design studio offers
a comprehensive range of event management, trade show rentals,
tradeshow exhibits and services, including a dynamic and interactive
showroom, expanded storage and pre-event and exhibit staging
capabilities, coupled with an extensive line of A/V rental products
and solutions.
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With business booming, worldwide, the Chicago grand opening
was the perfect way to celebrate remarkable clients in this dynamic
new facility. 2020 Exhibits passionate team of event and marketing
pros knows what it takes to help clients maximize brand exposure,
increase ROI and deliver a strong Return on Objectives. Celebrate
Chicago was the ideal way to raise a glass, showcase their expanded
capabilities and celebrate, Sweet Home Chicago
2020 EXHIBITS
Headquartered in Houston, TX, with offices in Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Las Vegas and Toledo, 2020 Exhibits provides total trade
show and event management, including the design, fabrication and
installation of trade show exhibits for clients locally, nationally and
internationally. With a laser-sharp focus on the delivery of dynamic
interactive experiences to build brand engagement, 2020 Exhibits
proven expertise in the integration of custom rental exhibits and
multi-screen, A/V rich environments helps global brands drive
results.
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